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I. Introduction

According to many observers the recovery period beginning in

1975 waS' very different' :fro:m'pre~ious''recoveries:.in the sense that business

loans' at ,commercial banks" remained very' weak'. The 'exi.sting modelS- of

business borrowing generally did not predict the decline in business

loans in 1975. A better forecast of business borrowing would have

enabled bankers to improve profitability by enabling them. to make more

accurate portfolio decisions. Was this business loan behavior a rare

event defying' explanation~ or was this inability to forecast due to

incomplete modeling of business loan behavior?

In order to assess the cause of this weakness in business

borrowing a simple demand and supply model for the business loan market

is examined after prior studies of business loan behavior are

discussed in Section II. Based upon this model, equations for the

change in business borrowing at large commercial banks and for the

change in business borrowing from small commercial banks are esti-

mated aild discussed in Sections IV through VI. ''TIle major results ot' this

study are that (1) large bank and small ban..'Ic markets are structurally

dissi.ID.ilar and thus' should not be aggregated; (2) superior t'orecasts for

total: business ,loans can .be ,achieved by forecasting from large and small

bank equations; and 'OJ the inodel" does forecast the weak business loan
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behavior in 1975, particularly at 'the ,lar.gebanks, and tracks the current

period fairly well.

II. Previous Studies of Business Loan Behavior

Prior studies of business loan behavior generally fall into

two categories: demand studies cr demand end supply studies. Four

recent studies--those by Harris [6J. Goldfeld [5), Hendershott [7], and

the FMP model [ll]--are summarized on Table L Many studies of busi

ness loan behavior mention very little, if any. theoretical justification

for the inclusion of' certain explanatory variables. Thus, what is

notable about the four lists of demand explanatory variables is their,

diversity. Wnen there is general agreement that the variable should be

included, there is lack of agreement about whether or not the variable

should enter in level of first difference form. The ~1P model includes

the level of inventories; Hendershott and Harris include them in first

difference form. When the lagged business loan variable is included~

it is in level form in Goldfeld1s study, in first difference form in

Hendershott's study, but is in combination with anothe~ variable in the,

FMP i'ormulation.

In the case of the interest rate variable in the demand

specifications, the disagreement is more complex. First, there is relatively

little agreement regarding which rate or rates should be included. The

second issue is whether the chosen rate should enter.in level form, first

difference form, or in deviation from another rate. And thirdly, one

of the models converts the interest rate variable into dollar terms,

whereas the other models use percentage terms.

The supply specifications contained in the Hendershott and

F1-lP models also display diversity. The only variable upon which both
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Ta.ble 1

Previous Studies I Explanatory Variables for
the Change in Business Loans

Demand Studies

HaITis (1976)

.:1Book value or business inventories *
IlBusiness fixed investment
a(Prime rate--commercial paper rate)
ACash now

Goldfeld (1969)

Business loans 1.agged one period
Prill1e rate
Treasury bill rate
Quarterly dividend payments
Business sales
Time deposits lagge4 one period

Dena.nd and SUP"Dly Studies

Hendershott Model (1968)

Dema.nd
ABaok v.alue of business inventories
ACammercial loan rate
4Business loans lagged one period

Supply (variab~s determiD±ng 1::.. commercial. l,Oa.Il. rat;e}
.Corporate .Aaa. rate
Monetary base
~siness loans lagged one period
Commercial loan rate lagged one period

FMP MOdel (1969)

Dema.nd
Business inventories
Inventory adjus"tmeIJ:t factor
Expenditures on producers' durebles
Expenditures on non-residential structures
GNP minus tatal investment (current and lagged)
(Treasury bil.l rate _ commercial loan rate) (ATot~ business product)
(Corpora.te Aaa rate _ commereial loan rate) (.6.Total business produet)
(Amount of total. inVestment adjusted tor the inventory valuation

adjustment - .6.Business loans), lagged one period

Supply (variables determ1ni.Ilg commereial. loan rate)
Commereial and industrial loans/demand plus time deposits
Corporate bond rate
aFederal Reserve diseount rate
Commercial paper rate,. current and lagged one through five periods

• '!'he symb~l to stands 'for "ehange in".
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models agree is that the corporate long-term bond rate should be 1n-

eluded. It is the only interest rate in HeDde~hott's formulation~

whereas the F1>1P model includes three different interest rates. The

quantity constraint variable is the monetary base in Hendershott',s

model and is the ratio of business loans to the sum of demand and time

deposits in the FMP model.

In 1976, Harris reestimated Goldfeld and Hendershott's models.

With these reestimations of Goldfeld and Hendershott, his o>ro. modeL, and

simulations of the FMP model, Harris generated forecasts of 1975 business

loe..n behavior. The Goldfeld, Hendershott, and F!.ff' madeJ:s un\ierpredict"ed

the 1975 decline by $24 billion, $7 billion, and $8 bi12ion vith root-

mean-s~uare-errors'of6.56,2.35, and 2.41, respectively. Harris over-

predicted the decline by $.5 billion vith a root-mean-5quare-erro~ of

1..09. Depending upon the particUlar data base update utilized, reestimations

the Harris model raised the root-mean-square-error to as much as 1.63.

Only the Harris demand model captured to any extent the extra-

ordinary loan weakness in 1975. Harris' major conclusion about this

period vas that business loans were weak because of the lack in strength

of inventory spending and because there vas an exceptional recovery in

business cash flows. However, these conclusions about the period are

suspect for two major reasons. First, supply variables played no role

in Harris' model and thus were not causative factors. Second, the de-

mand specification is not theoretically correct. The business fixed

investment variable entered the equation in first difference form, vhereas

it should have entered in level form as shown in the next section.lI

!I One could also question the formulation of the interest rate variable
if one makes the usual ass1.Ullption that prices equate demand and supply,
rather than the assumption that demand and supply will be equal at some
particular gap between two prices.
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III. The Business Loan Market

In order to understand the business,loan market, an exam-

ination of' the portfolios of the participants is necessary . Although

commercial banks and nonfinancial. businesses have very complex balance

sheets, only simple representations are used as the basis for this study.

Table 2 contains a concise summary of the model 8..s vell as an abbreviation

key.

Nonfinancial business firms can be characterized as financing

positions in cash (CS~), inventories (INV), and/or fixedfapital (CAP)

by means of loans from commercial banks (EL), other liabilities which

can be short-or long..,..term (OL) and net worth (m-I). The balance sheet

contraint for these firms is (Table 2, Equation 4)

:w,.;rF == CSF'F + INV + CAP - BL _ OL.

Assume that ata given point in time the amounts of fixed capital (CAP) and

inventories (I~rv) the firm has are known to it, as well as the volume of

net worth (NWF). Given these three quantities, the level of bank loans

demanded by the business ~irms (BLd , Table -2, Equation 1) depends upon

the interest rate charged by banks (the prime rate, r ) and the interest rates
p

on other sho~t- and long-term li4bilities firms can issue (the commercial

paper rate, rep' and the long-term bond _rate, rAaaLg/ The quantity of

business loans demanded from banks varies inversely with the prime rate.

However, the demand for business loans varies positively with interest

rates on other types of liabilities, the level of business inventories and

the level of fixed capital. It varies negatively with net worth.

The last variable which is presumed to affect the current level

of business loan demand is the past loan level, ELt _
I

. The reason for

Y The level of' cash held :by the firms is determined as a residual once
the other factors on the Qalahce sheet are known.
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Table 2

A Simple Model of Business Loan Determination

Model

(2)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

> 0

NWF = CS~ + INV + CAP BL

NWB = CS~ + R + L + I DL
, •ACAP = BFI

Am.f
F = CF

Model Sol~tion ~or BL

Level Form:

(8) BL = f(r
cp

' r
Aaa

, r T, RAM, TtI, I1nr, CAP, NW, BLt _l )

First Di~~erence Form:

(9) ABt = g(ll.rcp ' ArAaa , ArT' ARA.~, ATLI, AINV, BFI, CF, ABLt _l , Constant)

Model Key

BFI
CAP
CF
CS~

CS~
DL
I
INV
L
IlW

B
NW

F
OL

RAM
r Aaa
r

p

r t.

r
cp

TLI

Business fixed investment
Capital
Cash ~low

Commercial bank cash

Nonfinancial business cash
Deposit liabilities
Securities
Inventory investments
Total Loans
Commercial bank net worth

Nonfinancial business net worth

Other Liabilities
Reserve Adjustment Magnitude
Corporate Aaa rate

Prime rate

Treasury 3- to 6- month bill. rate

4- to 6-month commercial paper rate

Total loans and investments, L + I
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including this variable is the existence of the bank-customer relationship,

which was introduced to the literature by Donald R. Hodgman [10]. The re-

lationship has been extensively discussed and tested for loan demand by

J. H. ¥ood [13]. The existence of the bank-customer relationship means

that business firms may borrow more today, other factors equal, in order

to assure themselves of fUture loan availability. In other words, current

loan demand depends on expected future loan levels. Furthermore. if :future

loan levels are a function of the past loan level, then BL
t

_
1

is an ex

plane:tory variable in the demand equation.ll

Turning to the banking sector, banks can be character1zed as

financing positions in cash (CSH,b)' required reserves, (R), loans (L),

and securities (r} by-means of deposit liabilities (DL) and net worth

(IDiB)· Tile balance sheet constraint Ior the commercial banks is (Table 2,

Equation 5)

lfWB = CSP~ + R + L + I - DL.

~ne banking system is assumed to have decided initially how many deposit

liabilities it desires by the setting OI interest rates and/or fees on the

deposits to attract the funds. After subtracting required reserves (R)

from the deposit liabilities (Dt) and adding to that result the current

amount of net worth (1TWB). the banks -are assumed to allocate their "dis

posable assets" between securities (I) and loa..'1s (L) based on alternative

1/ By inclUding only one lagged loan level the implicit assumption being
made is that the information content of prior· periods is impounded in
BLt _I - Some of the prior empirical models o~ business loan behavior
~xcluding Wood} assumed the existence of partial adjustment and thus
a lagged business loan variable appeared in the estimated-equation.
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rates of return on each.4/ Since the volume of excess cash is small for

the whole system, the "disposable assets" (or the portfolio constraint

variable, TLI) can be measured either as the sum of deposit liabilities

plus net worth less reserves or as total loans and securities. An in-

crease in the size of this portfolio constraint variable will increase

holdings of both loans and securities.~

Given the portfolio constraint variable, the amount of' :funds

allocated by commercial banks to business loans U3Ls, Table 2 ~ Equation 2)

is determined by what the banks ca."l charge on the loans (the prime rate,

T p ) and what the banks could earn on security investment~ (represented

by the Treasury bill interest rate, TT)' ~~en the prime rate increases

and other factors remain the srume, banks ~11 increase the quantity of

business loans' supplied. When the Treasury bill rate increases, banks

~ll decrease the supply of business loans because o~ the more attractive

return on alternative investments.

The banks I allocation of total earning assets between busi_

ness loans az:.d other investm.ents also ,~epends on bank liquidity, which is

affected by- policy determined reserve requirements.. For example, a bank

facing a 5-percent reserve requirement would hold 5 cents in required

reserves against $1 of deposits; if the $1 deposit was withdrawn, the

bank "WOuld have to liquidate 95 cents of earning assets. A bank with

a 15-percent reserve requirement would hold 15 cents in required re-

"Disposable Assets" is a term used by William C. Brainard and James
Tobin [2]. Brainard and Tobin make allowances for possible differ
ences in the effect of time deposits and demand deposits on loan
supply in their theoretical model. This complic~tion is ignore~

here. The volUI:l.e of cash is determined once all the other lllagDJ..
tudes are known; thUS, the balance sheet constraint is satisfied.

If the bank ~inances an increase in business loan demand by selling
more liabilities then BL and TLI are si.mu1tan~ously determined. The
simultaneity problem i~· discussed in the next 'section.
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serves and would need to liquidate only 85 cents of such assets. Thus,

when reserve requirements are low, it behooves the banks to be invested

more heavily in securities than loans because of the relative liquidity

of securities. The higher the reserve requirement, the less need there

is for liquidity and the greater loans should-be relative to securities,

all other factors equal.

A variable used previously in studies of the money supply

process to measure the effects on reserves of changes in required reserves

is the reserve adjustment magnitude, or RAM.6/ The reserv~ adj~stment

magnitude translates changes in reserve requirements relative to a

base period into dollars of reserves freed up or absorbed. An increase

in reserve requirements reduces RJU4 and, thus, should lead to an

increase in business loans relative to securities because the total

earning asset portfolio can be less liquid.I!

Finally, the lagged level of business loans (BL
t

_
l

) will

affect the current level of business loans supplied by banks, due to

the existence of the bank-customer relationship. If all other factors

are constant, banks may expand more loans today than they would otherwise

R~ is discussed in detail by Leonall C. Andersen and Jerry L.
Jordan [1] and by Albert E. Burger and Robert H. Rasche ,(3]. RAM
was orig±nally calculated so that a' comprehensive variable could be
constructed to measure the total impact of Federal Reserve policy
on the monetary aggregates. The monetary base, which includes RAM,
would then reflect the extent of open market operation, borrowing at.
the discount window, and reserve requirement changes.

7/ In a simplified model, illU1
t

= (r -r
t

) Dt _ ' where r is the required
reserve ratio in the base period~ r is t~e require~ reserve ratio
in the current period, and D±_2 is ~he level of deposits two periods
ago. Because the model for Dusiness loans is estimated in first
difference form, the first difference of R~4 is used in the estimated
modeL The change in RAM captures the dollar amount of reserves
freed or absorbed by concurrent changes in reserve requirements, ad
justed for shifts in deposits among banks.
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do~ in order to assure future loan business. Future loan volume is un-

known~ but is assumed to be related to past loan volume (BL
t

_I ). The

relation between last period's loan levels and today's loan levels is

assumed positive.

The quantity of business loans at any point in time is such

that the amount supplied equals the amount demanded (Table' 2 ~, Equation

3). The equilibrium quantity is obtained from the simultaneous solution

of Equations (1) through (3)~ which yields Equation (6). Model Equation

(6) cannot be ~stimated as it is because there are no accurate measures

of the fixed capital stock (CAP) or the net ~orth (Niy) of nonfinancial

businesses. However~ business fixed investment (BFI) measures the

addition to capital stock each period~ and an indication of the addition

to net worth each period is undistributed corporate profits (CF).~ As

a result~ the equation was estimated in first-difference for.m~ as re-

presented in Equation (7).

IV. Estimation of the Model

.
The model's equation :for the change in business loans was

• •
estimated for all commercial banks~ for large connnercial banks (the

weekly reporting banks) ~ and ror small commercial banks (all bahks

exCluding the weekly reporting banks). [Table 3J The equations were

81 TheCF variable is undistributed corporate profits plus the inventory
valuation adjustment and depreciation. There exists the ppssibility of
measurement error in the business loan series due to judgments regarding
loan classification. Consequently ~ a constant should be and was added
for econometric reasons. For a discussion of these problems~ see Robert
S. Pindyck and DanieL·L. Rubinfeld [12~ pp. 1128-129J.
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Table 3

BUSTIlESS LOAll EQUATION

Explanatory Variable

Constant (C)

Change in:

Commercial paper rate Car )
cp

Long-term corporate bond rate (ArAaa)

Reserve adjustment magnitude (ARAM)

Treasury bill rate (fl.rm )
I

TotaJ. loans and investments at all. banks (ll.TLIA)

Total loans and investments at large banks (bTLIL)

Total lOans and investments at small banks (fl.TLIS)

Inventories (AIIN)

-Business fixed investment (EFI)

Corporate cash flow (CF)*

Lagged change in:

Business loans at all banks" (liELA )
t-l.

Business loans at farge banks (lmLL 1)
t-

Business loans at small banks (mLS )= t-l

2
R Adjusted

D-W (Durbin-Watson autocorrelation test statistic)

SE (standard error of the regression)

.All
Banks

.128
( .21)

.932
(2.51)

.003
( .003)

.588
(2.04)
-.141
(-.30)

.182
(4.79)

.438
(3.85 )
-.006
(-.56)

.002
(.08)

.215
(2.19)

.866

1.999

.843

Estimates
Large
Banks

.097
( .19)

1.232
(4.00)
-.495
(-.69)

.717
(2.80)
-.311
(-.74)

.178
(4.52)

.339
(3.29)
-.001
(-.13)
-.003
(-.15)

Small.
Banks

-.381
(-2.13)

-.063
(-.59)
-.131
(-.54)
-.112

(-1.24)
.151
(.95)

.065
(3.85)

.053
(1. 74)

.011
(3.08)
-.008

(-1.05)

* Undistributed corporate profits plus the inventory valuation adjustment and depreciatic

NOTE: Equations estimated for 1960III through 1974IV
Figures in parentheses are t-statistics of the regression coefficients.
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estimated from 1960III-1974rv; 196011I represents the beginning of the

period for which bank data disaggregated by size is available and 1974rv

is the last data point before the seemingly unusual business loan

behavior began. All of the regressions are significant as measured by

the F statistic.

In regressions with a lagged dependent variable the estimators

will be consistent only if the disturbance terms are not serially correlated.

Though the Durbin-Watson statistics (D-W) are close to 2.0. these statistics

for regressions with a lagged dependent variable may be bi~sed indices of

autocorrelation. However. Durbin (4) has proposed the h-statistic to

test for serial correlation when one lagged dependent variable is present.

If h > 1.645. then the hypothesis of zero autocorrelation can be rejected

at the 5 percent level. The calculated h-statistics for all bank and large

bank equations were .056 and .845. respectively.~/ Consequently. the

bsrpothesis of zero autocorrelation cannot be rejected.

Prior business loan studies have aggregated small and large bank

business loan markets. without examining whether or not this aggregation

is appropriate. Zellner [14] proposed a method for testing the

hypothesis of no aggregation bias. Let us assume there exist two bank

business loan markets which can be represented as follows:.. .

9/ The h-statistic for the small bank equation was undefined and in such
cases an alternative test suggested by Durbin (4; p.420) was applied.
The error term from the small bank equation was regressed on the
lagged error term and the explanatory variables listed on Table 3.
Since the coefficient on the lagged error term was not significantly
different from zero. the hypothesis of zero autocorrelation could not
be rejected.
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B1(SV) and u1(SV) can be thought of as representing a vector of coefficients

and explanatory variables; the explanatory variables (SV) are the smne vari-

abIes for both markets. Letting ''I = ~TLIL/bTLIA W = ~BLL ' / lIBLA -1 ) 2 t-I t-I'

and adding (1) and (2) yields

(41 f;BLA = (~6 + «01 + Cil:L + «11 (sv) + «2~TLIA + ~2 - "2)&TLIIi +

«3~BLA.c_l + (83 - ·;)@L:tt _l ,

EQuation (4 I vas estimated where the BV variables were!::'r ,f:..rA ,Arm,_ cp aa-J.:

bINY, EFT, and CF, as defined on Table 3.

The hypothesis being tested is that there is no aggregation bias;

that is, 8
2

= Q
2

and 6
3

= Q
3

" If the estimated coefficients on bTLIL and

fiBLL
t

_
1

aTe jointly significantly different from zero, then disaggregation

is appropriate. The equation was estimated over the period 196oIII-1974IV.

The coefficient of 6TLIL was positive ~th a t-statistic of 1.14, and the

coefficient o~ 6BLL
t

_
1

was positive ~th a t-statistic of 4.24. The R
2

was

.9216 (~th an adjusted R2 of .9029). An F-test conducted on the hypothesis

that both cbe~ficients equaled zero resulted in the rejection of the

hypothesis.

To test the stability of this result, the e~uation was

estimated over sample periods extended by one yeaI' at a time. The

significance of 6BLL
t

_
1

fell while the significance of bTLIL grew.

In summary, disaggregation of the aggregate business loan market yields

more information than the aggregate equation ior business loan behavior.
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If a bank responds in the current period to an increase in

business loan demand by selling more liabilities· contrary to the

ass~ption made to this point, a portion of the portfolio constraint

variable becomes endogenous. If this were true for all banks, 'We could

not be sure whether an increase in the aggregate port~olio constraint

variable led to an increase in business loans or vice versa. However,

deposit liabilities and, thus, total earning assets for the whole banking

system are importently constrained by the total amount of reserve money

supplied by the Federal Reserve System.-lO/ That the assu:m.ptiop. of an

exogenous portfolio constraint variable (6TLI) is a reasonable assumption

has been confirmed by the two-stage least-squares estimates.IlI The

two-stage estimates do not alter any of the major conclusions o~ the

paper.

v. A Comparison of Large and Small Bank Business Loan Markets

A few interesting differences ~~d similarities between

small and large bank business loan markets can be noted by comparing

the coefficient estimates in Table 3. Generally, the coefficient

estimates have the positive or negative signs economists would expect

given the prior behavioral assumptions, Despite problems of

10/ The problem of simultaneous-equation bias in the ordinary least
squares estimation used here would remain if the Federal Reserve
tended to supply or withdraw reserves automatically in response
to variations in bank loan demand. Since the Trading Desk of the
Federal Reserve follows an interest rate target between the monthly
meetings of the Federal Open Market Committee, this could be a pro
blem for data covering relatively short periods. But over the
quarterly intervals used in this study there is often substantial
movement in short-term interest rates, so total earning assets of
banks can still be considered exogenous.

11/ Two-stage estimates are;provided in the appendix.
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collinearity among the variables (vhich reduces t-statistics), many of

the explanatory variables are still significant ..

At the large banks, for example, an increase in the commercial

paper. rate (Ar
cp

) of' one percentage point will increase business loans

by $1.232 billion (as the alternative means of financing becomes more

expensive). If either inventories (~I~ll) or_total loans and investments

(bTLIL) increase by $1 billion, business loans in~rease by $.34 and $.18

billion, respectively. Despite the view of some large banks that their

b~siness loans increase when business fixed investment (BFI) rises, these

results do not indicate this.12! Contrary to the Harris 3tU~~ the re-

suIts do not indicate a significant impact of cash flows on the ch~~ge

-in business loans. -P~d finally, the combined lagged adjustment of large

banks and their customers results in ~ significantly positive lagged

effect of last period's ch~nge in business loans on this period's cbange

in business loans. A $1 billion increase in business loans last period

will increase this period's business loans by about one quarter of a

billion dollars.

The results for small banks are similar with respect to

sign" "but the magnitudes of the coeffic~eo.ts are much different. MuJ.

ticollineBl."ity among the interest rates (tvo short-term and one long-

term) appears to be more of a problem in the small bank equation.esti-

mates; none of the interest rates have Coefficients significantly dif-

ferent from zero. As with large banks, e. billion dollar increase in

either inventories or total loans and investments increases basiness

loans significantly by $.05 billion or $.07 billion, respectively.

See Herman [8]. The 6.RAM variable in the large bank equation was
unexpectedly: positive and significant, while the f.;r AA variable
was unexpectedly negative. Due to the collinearitY-D~tveenthe two
series·, it is possible that the bRI\M variable is simply capturing
the ef~ect attributable to brAaa and, moreover, to ~rcp'
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Unlike tlie largeb~nk regressibh, (I) rising"levels of business fixed in

vestment add to the current change in business loans, (2) increasing

cash flows measurably depress borrowing at small banks (the t level

is more negative, but still not significant) and (3) the lagged e~fect

of the past period's change in business loans does not signiricantly

affect the current change in business loans.

The lagged change in business'loans coefficient can be

interpreted as a measure of the importance of the bank-customer rela-

tionship in the small and large bank ma.r:kets. The insignificant

coefficient
, .

on ll.BLS does make sense if it is tnle that in the smallt-1

bank markets firms do not have much choice as to Vi-here to bank, and

the banks do not have much competition. In the large bank market,

there may be rel-atively more competition among bankers and more of the

large bank customers may have alternative financing options; as -'a result,

the bank~customer relationship may become more significant as a tool

for maintaining the bWL~s' market shares.13/

VI. Forecasting Business Loans

Besides the fact that multicollinearity among many of the

explanatory variables did m~an that some coefficients were unexpect

edly insigni~icant (for example, the cash flow variable), collinearity

causes the estimates of the coefficients to change dramatically when

sample periods are updated and when data are Tevised. One or more

l3! ~ne insignificant coefficient on the lagged ch~~ge in small bank
business loans remained robust for sample period endpoints ranging
from 1970-19771. When the 197711-1978r data vas added, the co
efficient became significant and positive. Because the small bank
eQuation is unstable in this period, more data is needed before this
new result can be viewed as accurate.
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variables could be eliminated to reduce collinearity; this vould also

reduce the number of variables which would have to be forecast before

a business loan prediction could be generated. Hovever, eliminating

variables does result in specification error. To varrant confidence

in the coefficient estimates and the predictions based on th~. any

specification that omits variables should predict outside the sample

period at least as veIl as the vhole model. Otherwise, the specifica-

tion error introduced wouJ.d be too costly for the gain in coefficient

stabiJ.ity .

In fact·, some of the specifications of the 'm~dei-that

omitted some interest rate and/or RAM variables did predict 1975 better

than the whole model estimated through 1974rv. as judged by the root-

mean-square-error statistic. From the alternative specifications, of

the model estimated with data. available. in June 1978, ~he following

--specifications" for iarge and' sma.l.1' banks (-which subsequently vill be

called the restricted model equations) minimized the r-m-s-e for.1975:

(a) 6BLL = f' (C, MAaa.' Ill'T' ATLIL, AINV, BFI, CF, 6BLLt _l )

and

equation (b).

~TLIS, ~INV, EFI, CF, ABLS
t

_1 ). 14 I

from the theo-

g' (C, ArAae.' lu'T' !!.RAM,

large banks (a) excludes

ABLS =

The equation for t.RAM 'and fjr
• cp

retical model; only Ar is removed from the small bank
cp

Tables 4 and 5 contain the root-mean-square-errors of, various predic-

tien periods for the theoretical model and the restricted model, re-

spectively.

14{ The coe~ficient estimates are presented in Hicks [9, p. 151. The ArEaa
variable w~s used instead of Ar in the small bank regressions
because ArBas. probably proxies ~~ long-term borrowing costs of
small bank customers better than ArA . Hovever, because of the
statistical tests conducted cn the m~el in this paper, it vas
necessary to use Ar

Aaa
instead of the ArBaa variable.
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TABLE 4

Root-Mean-S~uare-Error Statistics For the
Theoretical Model over Alternative Prediction Periods

Estimation Period

1960II1-1974IV
196oIII-1974rv
1960II1-1974IV
1960II1-1975IV
19601II-1976IV
1960II1-1977IV

Prediction' Period

19751-1975IV
19751-1976IV
19751-19781
19761-19781
1977I-19781
19781

.
Aggregate Large Small Disaggregat
All Banks Banks Banks --ill Banks

2.563 1.975 .548 2.424
3.116 2.465 .648 3.012
2.511 2.054 .966 2.436
2.348 1.651 1.228 2.317
2.192 1.160 1.528 2.226
1.878 1.827 .276 1.550

* The disaggregate all bank r.m.s.e. statistics
individual large and small bank equations.

TABLE 5

are generated from ~he.errors of the
•

Root-Mean-Square-Error Statistics For the
Restricted Model over Alternative Prediction Periods

Estimation Period

19601II-1974IV
1960II1-1974IV
1960II1-1974IV
1960II1-1975IV
1960II1-1976IV
1960II1-1977IV

Perdiction Period

19751-1975IV
19751-1976IV
19751-19781
19761-19781
1977I-19781
19781

Large
Banks

1.038
1. 740
1.465
1.629
1.055
1.656

Small
Banks

.556

.660

.953
1.218
1. 519

.274

Disaggregate
-All Banks

1.480
2.165
1.926
2.243
2.061
1.382

* The disaggregate all banks r.m.s.e. statistics are generated from the errors
of the individual large and small bank equations.
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No matter what specification was examined over the period of

196oIII-1974IV, a superior total ~orecast ~or 1975 was always made by

~o~ecasting the small and large bank components and then adding them

together. For example, this result may be observed from the first line"

of Table 4. ~~en the theoretical model was estimated over estimation

periods ending later than 1974IV and for longer'prediction periods, the

predictions for total business loans made from the disaggregated small

and large bank equations were generally better than aggregate predictions.

Only in one period was the aggregate prediction better than the dis-..
aggregated predictions and this occurred when the equation for small

banks was unstable. and thus could not be considered reliable.l5/

The total business loan root-mean-square-eryor statistics

improve dramatically from $2.56 billion for the aggregate bank theoye-

tic~l model in 1975. to $1.48 billion for the restricted disaggregate

predictions. The r-m-s-e statistics for 1975 generated from prior

demand and supply studies were in the 2.4 range.

The model does predict the decline in total business loans in

1975 better than prior models.16/ (Chart 1) Most of the we~~ess in

1975 occurred at the large banks. while changes in small bank business

loans remained stable. In 1976 and 1977 large bank predictions were

good in the sense of not missing consistently in the same direction.

On the other hand, the changes in small bank business loans in 1977

15/ See Hicks [9, p.16-17l.

16/ The predictions vere generated from the restricted model estimated
from 196oIII-1974IV.
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were consistently underestiJnated. StTuctu:::-al stability tests presented

elsewhere indicate relatively more structural instability in the current

time period for the small bank business loan market than for the large

bank market.III vThile the restricted model does a better job than prior

models in predicting the change in total business loans, the error does

remain approximately 49 percent of the average quarterly change in

business loans in the 1970's (and declines to 36 percent when 19T51-19T611

is excluded from the period).

•
VII. Conclusion

Understanding changes in business loan behavior has proven to

be a very difficult task. In the case of the business loan market, aggre

gation of small and large bank markets is not statistically appropriate.

Given that large and small bank business loan equations should be disaggre

gated, the equation estimates provide interesting similarities as well as

dissimilarities. One of the most interesting results is that last quarter's

change in business loans in the small bank market provides no significant

information about- today's change in business loans, contrary to the results

for the large bank business loan market.

Recognizing the structural diversity between large and small

markets, as well as modeling both demand ~~d supply sides of the market,

rather dramatically increases the explanatory and predictive power of'

the model over alternative formulations. Estimated through 1974, the model

predicts the decline in total business loans, as well as the relative weak

ness in the large bank loan market. To the extent the model increases the

ability of bankers to predict business loan behavior, bankers will be able

to improve profitability by making more accurate portfolio decisions.

W Hicks [9, p. 17-18].
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CHART 1. Actual Versus Predicted Changes in Business Loans
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*Reclass1f1cation of loans as of March 31, 1976, lowered the change
in business loans by $L 2 billion in 1916-Q2.

NOTE: Predictions generated from model estimates fOr 1960-Q3
through 1974-Q4.

SOURCES: Federal Reserve Bank o"t St. Louis.
Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas.
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APPENDIX

The model of business loan behavior presented here is only part

of the financial sector and actually should be embedded in a general equi

librium model of interest rates end output. The predetermined variables

of that complete model would be the explanatory variables in the first

stage of a two stage estimating process. A complete general equilibrium

model was not speci£ied; however, the first stage which was estimated

(A.l below) was chosen to be amenable to most economists.

where 6TLI represents either ~TLIL or 6TLIS; 6MBASE is the change in the

nominal monetary base; and, !J.GOV is the cha."1ge in nominal total government

purchases of goods and services. All of the series were seasonally adjusted.

The estimation period was 1960I11 through 19741V.

The second stage estimates are presented ·in Table A.I. From a

comparison of' Table 3 and Table A.I problems of simultaneity do not appear

severe.~ •



Table A.I

BUSINESS LOAN EQUATION - Second Stage Estimates 1960III-1974IV

Expl.a:c.atory Var~able

Constant (C)

Cb.ange in:

c=ercial. paper rate (br )
cp

Lo.ng-term corporate bond rate (ArAaa)

Reserve adjustment magnitude (<\RAM)

Treas-.:rry bill rate (br
T

)

Tote.1 loans and investments a.t large banks (LTLIL)

Total loans and. inves~ents at small. banks (.tiTUS)

Inventories (.:UNV)

·:Business fixed investment (BFI)

Corporate cash 1"10"W' (CF)*

Lagged change in:

Business ~os.ns at ~arge banks (ABLLt_~)

::Business loans a:t sma]' banks (ABIS
t

:..
1

)

2R Adjusted

D-~ (Durbin-Watson autocorrelation test statistic)

BE (standard error o£ the regression)

Large
Banks

Estimates

Small
Banks

*Undistributed corporate profits plus the inventory valuation adjustment and depreciation.

NOTE: Equations estimated for 1960111 through 19741V.
Figures in parentheses are t-statistics of the regression coefficients.




